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This document presents analysis, opinions and questions
with regards to:

1.  Total assets

2.  Total expenditures

3.  Grants to Tides Canada vs. other recipients

4.  Overhead expenses

  The $11 Million Dollar Question

5.  Payments to Joel Solomon

6.  Professional & consulting fees

The information and analysis presented here is based on
publicly available Canadian and U.S. tax returns.

Outline



1.  Total Assets

From 2008 to 2009, total assets, as reported to Revenue Canada, went down 
from $10.9 Million to $504,801.  

What happened to Endswell's long-term investments and other assets?
Where did they go?  



According to calculations based on
publicly available information from
Revenue Canada, since 2000 the
Endswell Foundation “(Endswell”)
has had total expenditures of about
$28 Million.  Of that, half was granted
to “qualified donees” (grant recipients)
and about half was overhead-like
expenses.

Why was overhead so high relative
to grants?  Why did overhead exceed
the total amount granted in 2003, from
2005 to 2007, and again in 2009?

Source: Calculations based on Canadian tax returns. (Table 1).

2.  Total Expenditures



Source: Calculations based on U.S. tax  returns.  (Table 2).

3.  Grants to Tides Canada vs. Other Recipients

Since 2003, Endswell has made almost 99 percent of all grants to Tides Canada.
One and a half percent was granted to the Salal Foundation and the Nextwave
Foundation. These foundations then re-granted much of these funds to Tides Canada.
The treasurer of all four foundations (Tides, Endswell, Salal & Nextwave)  is the
same person: James Morrisey.



According to information in Canadian tax
returns, Endswell spent about $20.9 Million
since 2003 when Endswell virtually stopped
grant-making to all organizations except
Tides Canada.  Of the $20.9 Million,
$8.7 Million was granted to Tides Canada,
including a small amount granted to
Tides-affiliated organizations.

Tax returns say that nearly $6.7 Million was
for charitable program expenditures and
$5.4 Million was for management and
administration.

What were the charitable programs that Endswell was conducting while it made
no grants at all to any organizations except Tides Canada?

Why did Endswell need to spend $5.4 Million on management and administration
in order to spend $6.7 Million for charitable programs?



Since 1999, Endswell has reported to the I.R.S. that it spent $2 Million for
“grantee support and education.”  Of that, $1.4 Million was spent from 2003 to
2008. Over that period, 99 percent of all Endswell grants went to Tides Canada.

To which organizations did Endswell pay $2 Million for “grantee support and
education?”  In particular, which organizations got the funds for “grantee support
and organization” during the years when Endswell made no grants at all to any
organization except Tides Canada?

$1.4 Million for “Grantee Support & Education”
while no grants were made to any organizations

except Tides Canada



Source: information from Revenue Canada (Table 1).

Source: U.S. tax returns.  (Table 3).

4. Overhead Expenses as reported to
Revenue Canada and to the I.R.S.

Source: Canadian tax returns.  (Table 1).

As reported
to the I.R.S.

As reported to
Revenue Canada



Office Expenses & Staff Compensation

Why did office expenses increase more than 10-fold, from $54,505 in 1997 to
$625,017 in 2008?

Why did staff compensation increase six-fold - even though 99 percent of funds
were simply granted to Tides Canada, and in some years, no grants at all to any
organizations except Tides Canada?

Source: Based on  U.S. tax returns.

Source: Based on  U.S. tax returns.

Note: This figure is based on
data from U.S. tax returns.
The return for 2009 is
not yet available.



Between 2003 and 2008, 99 percent  of grant funds went to Tides Canada.

Why did Endswell need to spend $11 Million on staff, office space and other
expenses? Rather than decrease, why did overhead expenses actually  increase
from $797,183 in 2002 to $2.2 Million in 2009?

Why did Endswell need to
pay $2.2 Million for office
expenses and $2.6 Million
for staff while Endswell was
simply making 99 percent of
all grants to Tides Canada
and affiliated organizations?

The $11 Million Dollar Question



The $11 Million Dollar Question

In years when Endswell made no grants at all except to Tides Canada, why did
Endswell need to spend substantially on staff salaries and office expenses?

In the years when
no grants at all were made
except to Tides Canada,
what were the staff doing?



Why do payments to Joel Solomon and Joel Solomon Co. appear to increase
substantially over the years? Were payments to “JSCO” made to Joel Solomon?

In addition to payments that were specifically made to to Joel Solomon,
did Joel Solomon receive further payments as part of “staff costs?”

Source: Calculations based on U.S. tax returns.  (Tables 4 and 5).

5.  Payments to Joel Solomon



Why did payments to Joel Solomon and staff compensation increase as
grant-makind decreased except to Tides Canada?



Between 2003 and 2008, while 99% of funds were granted to Tides Canada,
why did Endswell spend $2.2 Million for professional and consulting services?

For what type of ”consulting services” did Endswell pay Interdependent
Investments Ltd., “Candid” and “Real Assets” a total of about $1.4 Million?

Why did the amounts paid to these companies increase significantly after 2004?

Source: Calculations based on U.S. tax returns.  (Table 6).

6.  Professional & Consulting Fees



Source: Based on  U.S. tax returns.



Professional & Consulting Fees As Reported to
Revenue Canada and the I.R.S.





Where did Interdependent Investments Ltd.
get the $5,000 that it contributed to

Vision Vancouver?

Did the $5,000 that Interdependent Investments Ltd. contributed to
Vision Vancouver originate with the Endswell Foundation?

Since Joel Solomon and Martha Burton are long-time directors and
officers of Interdependent Investments Ltd., one would think that
they could answer this question.



Information from Canadian and U.S. Tax Returns

Source: Canadian  tax returns.

Table 1.

Table 2.

Source: Calculations based on Canadian. tax returns.



Information from U.S. Tax Returns

Table 4.

Table 5.

Table 6.

Table 3.

Source: U.S.  tax returns.



The end.


